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WEAK PARTITION PROPERTIES FOR
INFINITE CARDINALS. I

E. M. KLEINBERG

Abstract. Partition properties are perhaps the most fruitful

of the various methods for defining and discussing large cardinals

in set theory. In this paper we weaken in a natural way the most

well known of these partition properties and examine the extent to

which the cardinals defined remain "large."

1.

1.1. An area of set theory which has come under a great deal of

study recently is that concerned with partition properties for cardinal

numbers. In order to consider several specific examples let k denote an

uncountable cardinal and let us introduce k—*(k)2 (k—*(k)<w) to

denote (*) for each partition1 of the 2 element (finite) subsets of k into

two pieces there exists a subset x of k of cardinality k such that the 2 ele-

ment (such that for each i, the i-element) subsets of x are contained in

only one of the pieces. Clearly a—>(k)<w implies k—*(k)2. The following

are several well-known results concerning these relations:

Rl If k is a measurable cardinal then «—►(«)*•".

R2 If there exists a k such that k—>(k)<¡°, then there exists a non-

constructible A3 set of integers.

R3 If k—>(k)2, then k is a strongly inaccessible cardinal.

R4 For X an infinite cardinal less than k, let k—>(k)1 (k—*ík)\")

denote the assertion (*) changed to cover partitions into X pieces.

Then for each infinite cardinal X less than k, k—>(k)x («-»Wx"") is

equivalent to k—*(k)2 (k—>(k)<w).

1.2. Now R4 suggests a natural way to try to weaken k—>(k)2 and

k—»(/t)<a. For instance, given a partition of the 2 element subsets of k

in X pieces, k—>(k)1 states that there exists a set x of cardinality k

all of whose 2 element subsets are contained in only one of the pieces—

what if we just assert that there exists a subset x of k of cardinality k

all of whose 2 element subsets are contained in fewer than X of the

pieces? We make this notion precise by introducing k^>(k)2 (kAOO^)

to denote for each infinite cardinal X less than k and partition of the 2
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1 If P and Q are sets, we will think of a partition of P into Q pieces as a function

from P into Q.
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element (finite) subsets of n into X pieces, there exists a subset x of k of

cardinality k and a cardinal 8 less than X such that the 2 element (such

that for each i, the i-element) subsets of x are contained in at most 5 of

the pieces.

Our two main results, then, are as follows:

Theorem 1. If k-^(k)2 then k is a strongly inaccessible cardinal.

Theorem 2. k-^(k)<(* and k-^(/c)<!" are equivalent.

Thus of the partition properties for k given by the weakened asser-

tions, the first is still strong enough to render k inaccessible, and the

second is, in fact, just as strong as its original counterpart.

Along the way to proving Theorems 1 and 2 we shall establish

several lemmas and related results which are of interest in their own

right. Among these we include a characterization, in terms of parti-

tion relations, of the concept of cofinality (for cardinals).

2. Throughout this section k will denote an uncountable cardinal,

and X^o will denote cardinals less than k. In order to facilitate our

presentation we introduce, for any i<u, k—>(k)1,s (k—*(k)x¿') to

denote for each partition of the i-element (finite) subsets of k into X

pieces there exists a subset x of k of cardinality k such that the i-element

(such that for each i, the i-element) subsets of x are contained in at most

Ô of the pieces.2

The cofinality of k, cí(k), is the least cardinal which can be mapped

onto an unbounded subset of k. The following lemma is of interest in

its own right:

Lemma 1. k—K«)x,a iff~k<cí(ií) or S^cí(k).

Proof. (=>). Suppose that §<cf(/c)^X, and let g map X onto an

unbounded subset of k. With/:«—>X given by f(n) =dt "the least £<X

such that g(£)>7)," k—»OOx.s presents us with a subset x of k of car-

dinality k such that the range of / on x has cardinality at most 5.

(We use the notation, henceforth, that |y| is the cardinality of the

set y and h"y is the range of the function h on the set y.) Since now

I (g °f)"x\ =5<cí(k), U(go/)"x<K, and so for some r¡ in x,

U (g of)"x<r¡. But now g(f(r¡)) ¿r¡ in contradiction to the definition

of/.
(<=). Suppose that k=U{<a^4{. Then if X<cf(x), some A¡ would

have power k and hence be, in fact, 1-homogeneous for the partition

({^4{||<X}). On the other hand, suppose that cf(/c)^5, and let g

The set x mentioned in this definition is said to be ¡¡-homogeneous for the partition.
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map 5 onto an unbounded subset of k. If the cardinalities of the A(

were bounded in k by, say, y, we would have the cardinality of

Uf<xv4f at most that of 7-X, which is less than k, a contradiction. So

for each r¡<8, let AhM have cardinality at least that of gin). Then

U,<j^4a(,) is an appropriate 5-homogeneous set for the partition.    □

An uncountable cardinal y is said to be strongly inaccessible if (1)

cf(Y) =7 and (2) £<y implies [ 2£| <y. We shall establish Theorem 1

as follows:

Suppose that kA(k)2. If cí(k)<k, let/:«—*cí(k) be as given in the

proof of Lemma 1. Then by k-^(k)2 there exist 5<cí(k) and xÇk such

that |x| =k and |/"x| ^5. As shown in the proof of Lemma 1, this

yields a contradiction. We are thus forced to conclude that cf(«) =k.

In a similar way, the proof of Lemma 2 will show that there is no

least X<k such that | 2X| ̂ k.

Lemma 2. 7/k->(k)x,s and | 2X| ̂ k, then | 2s| ^/c.

Proof. Suppose that k—K«)x,5 and |2X| Sïk. Let F map k 1-1 into

2X and let our partition of the two element subsets of k into X pieces

(viewed as a function from the two element subsets of k into X) send

any pair {a, ß} to the least place at which F (a) and Fiß) differ (in

the sense of functions from X into 2). Then if x is the set given by

k->(s)x,j, and if A denotes the range of the partition on the two ele-

ment subsets of x, the map R:x—>2X given by R(a) = F(a)\A is 1-1

and has a range of power | 2A |. Since | A | ¿ h and | x | = k, this gives

| 2*| St/c.    D

Remark. The above lemma remains true if |2X| and |28| are

replaced by X+ and b+, respectively. (Recall that for ordinals y, y+

denotes the successor cardinal to |t|.) To see this, suppose that F

maps k 1-1 into X+, and, that for each n <X+, /, maps n 1-1 into X. In

partitioning this time, send {a, ß} to fF(a)(F(ß)) or fFw(F(a)),

whichever is defined, and let x and A be as before. Then if a<ß<n

are members of the range of F on x, /,(«) and f,(ß) are distinct mem-

bers of A. Thus any initial segment of F"x has cardinality at most

that of A, and so/c=|x| = | F"x| ^m+áS+.    D
Proof of Theorem. 2. In light of R4 it is clear that k—>(K)<a

implies k^>(k)<u. We now demonstrate the converse of this: Suppose

that F is a given partition of the finite subsets of k into two pieces.

We define a new partition, G, of the finite subsets of k into co pieces as

follows: let, for each positive integer i, pi denote the ith largest

prime number greater than or equal to 2. On the finite subsets of k

whose number of elements is not a power of a prime we define G to be

identically 0. Suppose that g is a subset of k containing p" elements.
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Then if m is the largest integer k such that k-i^p" we can list the

members of q, in increasing order, as qi, ■ ■ ■ , q¡, q,+i, • ■ • , q2i, • ■ ■ ,

q(m—i)i,    ' * , qmi, , qp.- Let

G(q) = at 2F(f«.«" 3r<t<«+i.«2»!> • ■ • pmF^iv»-i)i.«»•<!>•

Now as given by k-Ï*(k)<u, let x be a subset of k of cardinality k and

let wo be a positive integer such that for each i, the range of G on the

i-element subsets of x has cardinality at most no-

Claim. For each positive integer i there exists an ordinal a less

than k such that the range of F on the ¿-element subsets of x— a has

cardinality 1.

(Proof. Suppose that this claim is not true for the positive integer

i. Let n and k be integers satisfying k-i^p" and 2k>n0. Then it is

routine to see that the range of G on the ^"-element subsets of x has

cardinality at least 2*. Since 2*>w0, this is in contradiction to our

initial choice of x and no. The claim is thus established,    fj)

Now for each positive integer i let a¿ be the least ordinal satisfying

the conclusion of the claim. Then since (as a result of Theorem 1) the

cofinality of k is k, U,<ü)a<</c. We thus have that x —U,<wa¿ is a

subset z of k of cardinality k such that for each i<co the range of F

on the ¿-element subsets of z has cardinality 1. The original partition

F was arbitrary and so the theorem is proved.    □
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